Rapid growth of an orbital hemangiopericytoma with atypical histopathological findings
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Abstract: Hemangiopericytoma is a rare vascular tumor that originates from pericytes. The orbit is a rare location for this particular tumor, and corresponds to 0.8% to 3% of all primary orbital tumors. We report a case of a hemangiopericytoma in a 45-year-old man that had an unusual presentation, as a rapidly growing mass in the anterior right inferior orbit. Given that there are no clinical or radiological signs pathognomonic of this tumor, a careful histopathological examination is necessary to confirm the diagnosis. In our case, it presented also with unusual histopathological findings. The clinical features, radiological findings, differential diagnosis and treatment of this challenging entity are reviewed in this case report.
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Introduction

Hemangiopericytoma (HPC) is a rare mesenchymal tumor thought to originate from the pericytes, first identified by Zimmermann.¹ Other investigators believe that HPCs arise from pluripotential perivascular cells,² so they can occur anywhere capillaries are found. The most frequent locations are the extremities, pelvis, retroperitoneum, head, neck, and meninges. HPCs are usually deeply located within the muscle tissue, yet dermal and subcutaneous masses have also been described. HPCs are classified as benign, borderline, and malignant, depending on their clinical and histopathologic features.

Not all HPCs are typical, and some present overlapping features with other vascular and mesenchymal tumors. Immunohistochemistry helps in excluding other differential diagnoses, but some cases with unusual findings can pose a challenge to general pathologists.

Case presentation

A 45-year-old man presented with a palpable mass in the medial aspect of the right lower lid (Figure 1). The patient had noticed a rapid growth of the lesion during the previous 2 months. The clinical examination revealed a firm mass, with smooth edges, without pain, tenderness, or pulsation. Given that the mass was superficial, the surgical approach was an anterior right orbitotomy, with complete excision of the tumor mass. Macroscopic examination of the specimen revealed an oval white rubbery mass measuring 11 × 9 × 7 mm. The mass was sectioned along its largest diameter and sent for processing. The interior of the lesion was solid, white, and homogeneous, without calcifications, cystic spaces, or hemorrhages. Hematoxylin and eosin sections...
showed a tumor with a lobular pattern composed of highly cellular areas separated by dense fibrous tissue. The mass was pseudoencapsulated, and the margins were free. Under high magnification, the lobules were predominantly vascular, with the presence of small and large vessels lined by normal endothelium, in a pattern resembling the staghorn pattern typical of HPC. There were no areas of necrosis or hemorrhage. Immunohistochemistry was positive for vascular markers such as factor VIII, CD34, and Ulex (Figure 2).

Discussion

HPC is a vascular tumor of the soft tissue. It is believed that HPCs arise from pluripotent perivascular mesenchymal cells, and can occur anywhere in the body. The orbit is a rare location for this particular tumor, and corresponds to 0.8% to 3% of all primary orbital tumors.3 HPC generally affects adults (median age 45 years), with an equal sex distribution.4–6 It presents as a slow-growing, firm mass causing a painless proptosis, without tenderness or pulsation. Intermittent swelling and ecchymosis can also be present as the tumor grows. On computerized tomography, it generally appears as a well-circumscribed mass, which dramatically enhances after injection of contrast material. On magnetic resonance images, it is isointense in T1, while in T2, it can show slightly high intensity.

There are no clinical or radiological signs pathognomonic of HPC, so the diagnosis is established after careful histopathological examination. Often, the diagnosis of an HPC is made after excluding other tumors that can demonstrate HPC-like features. Grossly, it presents as a solitary, well-circumscribed, often lobulated mass with a gray to red-brown surface. Focal areas of hemorrhage can also be found. Microscopically, the lesions are composed of ovoid to spindle-shaped cells separated by sinusoidal spaces, the so-called staghorn pattern. The case described herein presented significant areas of fibrosis, which is unusual for this particular entity. The tumor also had a high proliferative index, which is in keeping with the fast growth seen clinically.

In approximately 12%–45% of cases, orbital HPCs metastasize.7 The most common sites of metastases are lung, mediastinum, liver, and bone. Unfortunately, the aggressive behavior of HPC is unpredictable, as it happens that apparently benign tumors eventually spread systemically. Nevertheless, some criteria have been used to classify a tumor as malignant: large diameter (>5 cm), increased mitotic rate (four or more figures per ten high-power fields), a high degree of cellularity, immature and pleomorphic neoplastic cells, foci of necrosis, and hemorrhage.8,9 The case described herein did not meet all criteria, and was thus considered...
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benign. However, due to the unexpected and potentially aggressive behavior of the tumor, complete excision is the recommended treatment, with postoperative follow-up to detect early recurrences. A common problem is local recurrence after incomplete excision, with rates varying from 13% to 40%. In cases of local recurrence, adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy can be offered.

Another topic that has raised some debate is the distinction between HPC and solitary fibrous tumor (SFT). SFT was first recognized in the pleura, but soon after it was observed in other sites. Both lesions display varying features of pericytic, fibroblastic, and/or myofibroblastic differentiation, and have similar immunohistochemical profiles. To settle this controversy, a proposal to consider HPC as a cellular variant of SFT was made, although both terms are still used in the literature.

In summary, we present a rare case of orbital HPC with unusual histopathological features. We emphasize the importance of thorough histopathological examination of HPCs so that differential diagnoses, which could benefit from specific therapies, can be excluded.
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